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Gobelins tapestry chair back, woven
by Jaques Neilson, Entrepreneur
of the bass lisse, following a design
by Louis Tessier 'pientre de fleur
au Gobelins'. From a set of four
armchairs and a sofa commissioned
by Sir Lawrence Dundas from
Lawrence Fell and William Turton
in 1771 for the tapestry room at
Moor Park, Hertfordshire; the
remainder of the suite is in the
Museum of Art, Philadelphia.
Purchased in 1975.

Editorial
There have been a number of important events
recently which are ripe for comment in this
editorial. On the principle that L.A.C.F. affairs
should come first, since the Calendar is its organ,
the first lesson beginneth with the book of pottery,
chapter one. Members of the Fund may know all
about this good work as they were circulated with
particulars of it but, to judge other people by
oneself, there may be many suffering from a
neurotic inability to read any stencilled sheet
which appears through the post —this is
caused by what is known in another trade as
'over exposure'
and is a complaint which it is
believed some 90 /o of the country's white collar
workers suffer from, more or less acutely. To the
many readers who are not members of the
L.A.C.F. it ought to be explained that the book,
written by Peter Walton, Keeper of Lotherton
Hall, is to be called Creamurare and other English
Pottery at Temple Aetosam House, Leeds. It will be
the first major catalogue of English pottery to be
published since the 1930's and the first serious
attempt to catalogue a collection of creamware
since the 1850's. The quite exceptional collection
of English pottery provided the stimulus for
Peter Walton's researches which have proved so
enlightening. He has been helped all along the
line by his well trained and eager team of voluntary curators all of whom therefore can proudly
feel that they have a stake in the end product. The
whole operation of publishing this magnum opus
provides a splendid illustration of a number of
important points and may give cheer to those
who try not to listen to the prophets of doom any
more than they have to. Firstly it shows what a
small group of dedicated people can achieve and
how it is still possible to create an atmosphere of
enthusiasm about some things. The book was
financed by the L.A.C.F. from an overdraft of
20000 secured by twenty individual
up to
guarantors. Secondly it has all been done with
the minimum of administrative work and the
necessary calculations have been made by simple
mathematical process —not even an abacus was
used, leave alone a computer. This proves to the
satisfaction of many that the human mind is still
superior to any of the machines it dreams up.
of'yping

$

Indeed there seems, in financial matters at any
rate, to be a frightening correlation between the
size of a computer system and the number of
clerks needed to convert much of its nonsensical
output back into usable data. Purely financial
profits on the book are impossible to calculate
accurately at this stage of proceedings, but at
least they will go to the L.A.C.F. and not down
the public drain
as a politician
recently
described the bureaucratic process of you know
what.
In Calendar,A'o. 75 —or three back from this
one (a calculation made entirely in the head)—
editorial comment was made on the disgusting
condition of the surrounding
area of Temple
Newsam House. All is now changing rapidly and
as in the 18th century the austere grandeur and
heavily historical presence of the house are influencing the garden designers. The spirit of
Lancelot Brown walks again for it is the capabilities of the site which are paramount in the
minds of those working on the improvements.
The most immediately obvious absence is perhaps
the temporary wooden barrier which it was
feared might well become permanent —around
the derelict and dangerous area between the
house and the stable block. This shameful patch
is now to be replaced by grassy banks and gently
sloping gravel paths into the park and stable
court from the cobbled forecourt of the house. A
sad bereavement, which brought tears to many an
eye, was the demise of one of the magnificent
beech trees which may well have been between
three and four hundred years old. Alas it had
grown fork shaped with two massive limbs and
rot had set in between them. A decision had to be
taken between risk to people, should the tree
split, and the life of the tree itself. Most people
would agree that the tree had to go —we would
not like to lose our public. The absence of its
superb natural form has not proved as disastrous
as might have been expected, for now revealed
is the potential charm of Daniel Garrett's stable
buildings and even the dairy —a later addition at
present doing time as a lady's loo —adds something to the genius of the place. All these changes
do, however, make it even more essential than

ever that the west and south fronts, so characteristic of the architect's style, be restored to their
full effectiveness as soon as possible for they are
now a much more dominant feature within the
curtilage of the house.
The north front of Temple Newsam House is
not its most attractive face and when the forecourt is full of cars it can suggest to visitors that
the house is a Tudor office block built perhaps by
a firm who, as long as 400 years ago, believed in
having their headquarters
outside town. It is
readily accepted that cars can be lethal weapons
in the wrong hands, but even in good hands they
can endanger trees if driven over, or parked upon,
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exposed roots. In fact the random parking, which
for too long has damaged the flora as well as the
visual amenities of the estate, is now to be controlled. A large car park able, it is anticipated, to
cater for all comers has been made on the west
side of the house; on a site, incidentally, already
well used by drivers. So nature conservation and
the creation of new vistas for the eye have gone
hand in hand. From this car park visitors —hand
in hand is an option left to them —walk through
trees to the house the first sight of which will now
be the west front, the oldest and most picturesque,
standing behind the new 17th century style
formal garden. Thence they will enter the cobbled

A 'Grand Platt Menage', pale
creamware, probably Leeds Pottery,
80's. Given by PL C. Embleton,
l 770—
1928. One of the illustrations in the
forthcoming publication, Creamtoare

and other Enghsh Pottery at
Temple 7ttetosam House, Leeds,
by

Peter Walton.

forecourt, cleared of vehicles except those used in
emergencies or for unloading art treasures into the
house through the north door. To divert cars
into the car park two large stone gate posts now
stand in the avenue, at the cross roads, to demarcate the pedestrian precinct —this sounds far too
urban, but it is the sort of planning jargon we
have all learnt to understand. These piers were
cut in the 19th century by the estate masons for
the Temple Newsam Race Course on Pontefract Lane. They were rediscovered in a thicket a
year or two ago.
Now one of the problems at Temple Newsam
is that the open courtyard with its great door into
the hall faces east while visitors approach from
the north west. Many plans have been drawn up,
none completely executed, to give the house back
its historical dignity and bring people, with as
little upping and downing of steps as possible, to
the natural focal point, namely the 'front door'.
At last a satisfactory solution seems to have been
found. By bringing the courtyard retaining wall
forward, or eastward, it has been possible to
create a terrace connecting the forecourt with
the central courtyard at the same level. When
the courtyard itself is finished, it is to be laid out
in a 17th century maze pattern of bricks and
gravel intended to be walked over or in; it will
become a significant feature of the house and
should look very attractive, particularly from
upstairs windows. Seen from the park the house
will appear to stand on a low brick podium to
which the rising greensward sweeps. When all
is finished and the grass has grown lush again the
unified vision of the park and the great architectural mass of the house is bound to present a
sight to be looked up to in every sense. One
cannot resist the thought that Capability Brown
would have been delighted with the whole concept and he would certainly have understood the
thinking behind it. All the improvement work, in
spite of the difficulties and sometimes downright
hazards that have had to be overcome, is due to a
small group of professionals and elected representatives with the necessary foresight, expertise
and determination to see the job through. The
cheering thing is that it is still possible to make
forward progress given the right combination of
individuals. It should not be necessary to make
rhetorical statements —this is accepted —but the
mental climate of today too often leads directly to
the heresy of believing that individuals can no
longer determine their own destiny, or even

effect that of others. 'The fault, dear Brutus, is
not in our stars, but in ourselves that we are
underlings'
what a wise man Shakespeare (not
Bacon) was.
It is unlikely to have escaped many people'
notice that this year is the 200th anniversary of
the American Declaration of Independence. To
celebrate this great historical landmark two
exhibitions are to be held in the Art Galleries.
The first, 'American Prints 1900 —1950 from the
Museum of Modern Art, New York's scheduled
for July/August. Organized by the International
Council for Exhibitions of that Museum it is
being put on in Leeds, where it receives the only
showing in this country, with the assistance of the
Arts Council. This important show is timed to
coincide with the 6th International Print Biennale at Bradford so the two old rival cities will be
drawn together through art. Very salutary. The
second, devoted to Benjamin Henry Latrobe,
will take place in October during the Musical
Festival. The architect was born at Fulneck
and it is therefore an interesting subject for
rumination
that the foundations of both the
White House and The Capitol might be claimed
to have been laid in Yorkshire. Further links
'us'ere forged by Sir
between 'them'nd
Thomas Gascoigne whose splendid portrait by
Batoni hangs at Lotherton Hall. He erected a
triumphal arch in his park at Parlington to commemorate the American victory in the War of
Independence (see Galendar 4'o. 66). Not all his
neighbours shared his views or liked the way he
made them visual, but that was nearly 200 years
ago after all; today we can all agree that he was a
most enlightened sort of man who had the courage of his convictions.
Finally a personal note —this time about Sir
Philip Hendy. At a recent committee meeting it
was unanimously decided to offer him honorary
membership
of the L.A.C.F. Sir Philip was
Director of the Art Gallery and Temple Newsam
during the war and it was he who started the
latter off on the path to the international renown
it now enjoys as one of the great country house
museums of the world. All the curators who are
still busy enriching Temple Newsam, and now
Lotherton Hall too, feel themselves to be in one
way or another professional descendants of Sir
Philip. The offer was accepted and Temple Newsam's father figure is not only the first, but the
only honorary member of the Leeds Art Collections Fund.

A Temple Newsam Mystery Solved
TERRY F. FRIEDMAN
The well-known painted view of Temple Newsam
(Fig. 1) has been amongst the most enigmatic
works of art connected with the history of the

house.'here

is no documentation

to indicate

why or for whom the view was painted, or that
it ever belonged to the Ingram family or, indeed,
ever hung at Temple Newsam, for it came into
the collection from an independent source only
in 1930.2 The painting is neither signed nor
dated and the traditional attribution to the

portraitist, Philip Mercier, can no longer be
upheld.s Moreover, the view does not show the
house as it ever actually looked. Although the
U-shaped, East Front of the Jacobean mansion
and the Stable Block, shown on the far right, are
rendered with considerable accuracy and correspond almost exactly to the buildings which can
be seen today,4 the other features surrounding
the house —the red brick terraces stretching
across the open end of the courtyard, with their
broad central flights of steps, the pair of turreted,
brick pavilions (perhaps dovecotes), the flanking
brick screen-walls and gates, the large brick
service-block to the far left, as well as the circular
pond on the central axis with the house —urere
never builds. Inevitably, the painting has confounded historians, but now some of its mysteries can be
solved.
The first clue lies in a painted view of another
local country house, Beningborough Hall, near
York (Fig. 2).'ittle is known about the early
history of this unusual house. Built for John
Bourchier, High Sheriff of the county in 1719,
the central block, of red brick with stone dressings,
was completed and internally decorated by 1716;
the architect was probably William Thornton
of York (died 1721).4 Of the b'uildings shown in
the view, only the central block of the house,
the flanking screen-walls and the pair of turreted
pavilions were constructed. The twin serviceblocks lying perpendicular to the house and the
the forecourt
low, angled walls surrounding
(within which deer graze) were not realized; that
is to say, one of the service-blocks was constructed
but far to the left of the house, beyond the
pavilion which serves as its gate (this block was
later demolished and its appearance is unknown)
and the forecourt walls were also constructed but

to a different plan and on a smaller scale.
Moreover, those outer features which were built
are clearly of a later date than the house, for not
only do they belong to a simpler, more classical
style, free of the idiocyncratic details which
characterize
the house,'ut
the different
moments of construction between the house and
the outer buildings are evident in the change in
colour of the brick from red to brown which,
although not expressed in the painting, is distinct
in the buildings themselves.
These physical and stylistic differences provide
the second clue. It is obvious that the Beningborough painting was not intended as a record
of actual appearance but to provide the
Bourchiers with an accurate impression of their
house as it would look after the completion of
Such paintings fulproposed 'improvements'.
filled the same function as and, indeed, were an
alternative to the scale model in wood which
architects sometimes submitted to their clients.
The third and most important clue is the
identity of the painters and the date of the painting, which appears on a label attached to the
contemporary gilt-wood frame and reads 'Beningborough Hall 1731 J. Boutell R J. Chapman'.
However, this information is problematic because
the label is evidently not contemporary with the
painting. I would like to suggest the possibility
that this information, while based on an original
inscription, perhaps on the front or back of the
canvas, since vanished, was incorrectly transcribed. For one thing, the date seems too early,
for the treatment of the figures in the foreground
belongs to a type of English topographical
painting which did not take firm root until the
seventeen-forties, as we shall see later. Therefore,
it is possible that a correct reading of the date
could be 1751. Furthermore, neither
Boutell or
J. Chapman are recorded artists. In the case of
the latter, however, the initial J may have been
a misreading of T. If this is true, this artist might
be identified as Thomas Chapman, a painter
working in York between around 1726 and 1768,
about whom a certain amount is known.
Chapman was probably born in York, for, on
the occasion of being made Freeman in 1726—27,
he is described as the son of George Chapman,

J.

butcher, and his profession is given as painter;
he is described in the same manner in documents
dated 1746 and 1765.s He had died by 1768, for
in that year, his widow advertised in the 2'ork
Courant

0

FRANCES CHAPMAN widow of the late
Thomas Chapman Takes this Method of
returning her most sincere Thanks to all her

Friends and Customers for their past Favours,
and to acquaint them and the Public, that she,
with the Assistance of her Son, intends to
continue the Business of Painting in all its
Branches as usual, and likewise dealing in
Coffee, Tea, and the Hosiery Business; in all
which branches she is determined to exert her
Endeavours to give her Friends, lkc the most
Content.
An APPRENTICE for the Painting Branch is
wanted.
Chapman's son, also named Thomas (born
1737),n carried on the business, taking as an
apprentice the well-known York topographical
painter, Joseph Halfpenny (1748—1811).'2 On
Frances's death in 1773, he sold the stock of
hosiery goods but continued the painting practice's and we last hear of him in 1780.'4
The scope of Chapman Senior's business is
revealed in an advertisement appearing in the
I'ork Courant on 7 July and again on 14 August

1761:

Heraldry, house and Coach painting done after
the newest and best Fashion at very reasonable
Rates by THOMAS CHAPMAN, Painter At
the Tea Canister, in Spurriergate, York, Who
would take an Apprentice, if well recommended, upon moderate terms.
A more comprehensive list of services appears
in the handsomely engraved tradecard, issued
sometime after he had established premises at
the Cambdens Head in Spurriergate (Fig. 4).'5
the lower left vignette shows a
Interestingly,
landscape painting set on an easel. R. Campbell,
in The London Tradesman, 1747, commented on
the role of the 'House Painter': 'This Branch is
now at a very low Ebb, on account of the Methods
practised by some Colour-Shops; who have set
up Horse-Mills to grind the Colours, and sell
them to Noblemen and Gentle-man ready mixed
at a low Price, and by the Help of a few printed
Directions, a House may be painted by any
common Labourer at one Third of the Expence
it would have cost before the Minstery was made
public. There are a vast Number of Hands that

follow this Branch, as it may be learned in a
Month... Plaisterers, Whitewashers, and every
body that can but handle a Brush, now set up for
House Painters. When it was the Taste to paint
Houses with Landskip Figures, and in Imitation
of variegated Wood and Stone, then it was
to the
necessary to serve an Apprenticeship
Business, and required no mean Genius in
Painting to make a compleat Workman; but
since the Mode has altered, and Houses are only
daubed with dead Colours, every Labourer may
execute it as well as the most eminent
more sophisticated pursuits of painting
landscapes and country house views was one of
the prerogatives open to the provincial artist.
One of the most interesting of these painters
working in Yorkshire at the same time as Chapman was Thomas Bardwell (1704—67) . He
advertised, with his brother, in the A'orwich
Gagette on 10 June 1738:
Shew-Boards,
Landskips,
History,
Signs,
Flower-Pots for Chimnies,
Window-Blinds,
and House-Painting in imitation of all Sorts
of Wood, Stone, and Mahogony, to such
Perfection, as is not practised in this Part of
the Kingdom. I also sell all Sorts of Colours
for House-Painting ready prepared'.~r
Independently, Thomas established a considerable reputation in London as a portraitist (his
Painter'.'he

of

Thomas, Earl of Pomfret and
Louisa, c. 1753, is at Temple
Newsam).'e is also recorded as executing two
large views of Wentworth Castle, the seat of
William, 2nd Earl of Strafford, near Barnsley in
Yorkshire, of which one has so far come to light.
It shows the spectacular East Front of the house
built from 1708 to the design of the French-born,
Berlin-based architect, Jean de Bodt, with a
sweeping vista over the landscape garden towards the Tivoli Temple and the Queen Anne
Obelisk (Fig. 3).'9 Bardwell was paid 21 for each
of the views, in 1751—52, on the same occasion
painting a portrait of the Countess Anne, wife of

double portrait
Countess

Henrietla

$

the owner of the estate.so
Let us now turn to the view of Temple Newsam
(Fig. 1). Henry, 7th Viscount Irwin was making
alterations to the interior of the house, at first
floor level, including an ambitious transformation
of the whole of the North Wing into the present
Long Gallery and Library, between 1738 and
1745.2'is architect was almost certainly Daniel
Garrett, a Palladian working within the Burlington circle in Yorkshire. The ensemble of outer

l.

TempleEetesam,

2.

Reningborough

c. 1750, attributed to Thomas Chapman Iworking 1726—68),

Hall, 1731 or 1751, by Boutell and Chapman,

oil on canvas. Leeds City Art Galleries.

oil on canvas. Dawnay Collection.

in the painting
so closely
Garrett's improvements
at Kippax
Park, c. 1750, a house near Temple Newsam
which no longer exists, while the Temple Newsam
Service Blocks are comparable in both general
composition and details to the architect's stables
at Gibside, Co Durham (c. 1744) and the South
Front of Fenham Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
(1748), that it seems probable that Garrett was
responsible for laying out the complete programme of external improvements represented
in the Temple Newsam view." From this evidence, we may presume that the scheme was
submitted sometime between 1738 and towards
the end of the seventeen-forties, when the more
pressing internal remodelling was completed; a
date no later than 1765, when

buildings
resembles

shown

began replanting the grounds, of which
there is not the slightest suggestion here, is
assured.2a Moreover, the architectural
similarities between the proposed and partly constructed Temple Newsam remodelling and the
'Capability'rown

3.

Wentteorth Castle, 1752, by Thomas Bardwell
oil on canvas. Private Coflection.

(1704 -67l,

proposed and partly constructed forecourt additions shown in the Beningborough
paint'ng
( ig. 2) suggest that Garrett was responsible for
this work as well. If so, the two painted views are
brought even closer together and confirms the
idea that the Temple Newsam view was also made
for submission for the landowner's approbation.
In this context, it is worth noting that the idea
of presenting architectural improvements in the
form of a comprehensive,
detailed view had
already been established at Temple Newsam in
Jan Kip's engraving, after the drawing made by
Leonard Knyff in 1699, published in Britannia
Illustrata, 1707 (Fig. 5). The improvements which
are suggested here, significantly, concentrate
around the East Front and also includ
u e th e
a dition of a terrace across the open end of the
with an elaborate entrance-gate
courtyard,
flanked by twin, attached pavilions, as well as

4.

7 homos Chapman's

5.

Temple

rYetosam,

tradeeard,

engraving.

by Leonard

York Gastle Museum Collection.

Knylf and Jan Kip, published

in Britannia

1!turtrata,

1707, detail of plate 42, engraving.

a pair of service-blocks in the broader, outer
court. s4
Not only are there decisive architectural
similarities between the Temple Newsam and
Beningborough paintings but also strong stylistic
similarities, which may be summarized as follows.
Both houses are placed in the middle of the
composition, on the horizon line, so that they
are viewed from a low vantage-point; behind the
houses is void, with only the wispy tops of ranges
of trees peaking over the roofs. The upper half
of the canvases are dominated by skys undramatically rendered with grey-brown clouds
touched with soft pinks. This type of composition
to the traditional
birds-eye
is in contrast
panorama represented in the Kip and Bardwell
views (Figs. 3, 5). In both the Temple Newsam
and Beningborough
paintings, moreover, the
outer buildings spread laterally on each side of the
house across the whole horizon of the composition, allowing for no broad vistas of surroundor countryside,
as in the
ing landscape
contemporary country house paintings of George
Lambeth, John Wootton and Richard Wilson.
the Beningborough
composition is
Although
more dramatic, due to the decisive, shadowed
diagonal established by the forecourt walls, a
feature which is not present in the Temple
Newsam painting because the view was taken
further away from the house, a diagonal is
nc, crtheless expressed here by the ridge of undulating lawn stretching from the middle left to
the lower right.
Finally, and perhaps most telling, is the
rendering of the foreground figures. Each is
modelled in conelegantly and dramatically
trasting deep shadows and bright highlights,

with facial features, hands, legs and details of
dress emphasized by a pearl-like application of
white pigment. This technique is also used in
rendering the architecture, which displays a
fondness for accurate detailing and rich, red
tones. These features show the direct influence of
the vedute paintings by the celebrated Venetian

artist, Antonio Canaletto (1697—1768). Contemporaries especially admired his 'choice of
sites, the distribution of figures, the handling of
a lucidity and piquant
light and
facility of colour and of brushwork'.ss Canaletto
was working in England from 1746 to 1750, again
54.
from 1751 to 1753 and finally during 1753—
His country house views, such as those of Warwick
Castle and Alntttick Castle, painted during 1751 53,
may well have been seen by provincial artists,
whose livelihood depended on itinerant commissions.ss They would also have known the
work of Canaletto's numerous 'imitators', like
the Italian, Antonio Joli (c. 1700—77), who was
in London between 1744 and 1748. He supplied
two Italian architectural paintings, A Vieur of
in the
the Tiber and a Capricco, for overmantels
remodelled Long Gallery at Temple Newsam,
around
7th Viscount Irwin and his wife, who
acquired the Joli's and who were also responsible
for the remodelling of the house and, moreover,
who may be identified with the two principal
figures standing in the foreground of the Temple
Newsam view, the Viscount pointing his walkingstick in the direction of the mansion he was about
to 'improve'; it is presumably they, who maintained a residence in the Minster Yard at York,s
who commissioned this marvellous painted view
from Thomas Chapman Senior.

shade...

1745.s'enry,

Footnotes
This article owes much to the efforts of Michael Clarke,
Gervase jackson-Stops, john Maiden, Keith Wark, and others,
and most especially of Colonel C. P. Dawnay, for information
concerning the Beningborough painting and permission to
publish it.

l. 22.100/48,

oil on canvas, 89 x 170 2 cm (Catalogue of
Paintings Works by Artists before t8oo, 1954, p. 48; The
Artist and the Torkshire Country House, Harrogate, 1975,

2.
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no. 8).
Given by Sir Charles H. Wilson (Old Leeds Exihibition,
1926, p. 158, no. 361. The view is recorded in neither
the c.1750 or 1808 Temple Newsam
Household
Inventories.

Mercier (1689—1760) was working for the Ingrams of
Temple Newsam in 1741 —42 (Catalogue of Paintings,
49). The view of the house he shows in
op. cit., pp, 47 —
the background of the portrait of Henry, 7th Viscount
Irwin and his wife, c. 1741, bears no stylistic resemblance
to the view under discussion (Leeds Arts Calendar, no. 74,
1974, cover).
Except for the kitchen appendage at the end of the
South Wing (shown directly above the left-hand
pavilion in the painting), which was eliminated in the
1796 improvements, and the cupola rising from the
roof in the centre of the West Wing, which was added at
that time.
Collection of Colonel C. P. Dawnay (the Dawnay
family inherited the estate in 1827; in 1957, it passed

to the National Trust), oil on canvas, 122 x 175 3 cm
Lees-Milne, English Country Houses Baroctue t685—
r7tS, 1970, fig. 391).

6. H. M. Golvin,
7.

8.
9.

10.
1

l.

12.

13.

Biographical Dictionary

of English

Architects,

1954, pp. 612-3.
This stylistic diff'erence is evident in an analysis of the
designers'espective sources of inspiration. The central
block of c. 1716 is derived wholesale from Italian
architectural pattern-books: the North facade (shown
from Antonio de Rossi's Palazzo
in the painting)
Altieri, as engraved in G. B. Falda's Palazzi di Roma,
nd, vol. II, pl. 38, the window over the entrance from
Bernini's Palazzo Chigi, as engraved in D. de Rossi's
Studio D'Architettura Civile di Roma, 1702, pl. 55. For a
discussion of the sources for the outer buildings, see this
article pp. 6—8.
For example, John Wootton's view of Badminton House,
Glos., c.1720, functioned for this purpose (J. Steegman,
7 hc Artist and the Country House, 1949, pl. 35) .
Freeman of York, Surtees Society, vol. 102, p. 228. In the
11 December 1746 document, Thomas acts surety for
William Chapman, shoemaker (York City Archives
B43 folio 223). He is described as a 'painter stainer'n a
document dated 27 June 1765: 'Indentures of Lease &
Release dated the 26th and 27th Instant made Between
John Ogle of Flambrough in the County of York
Gentleman and Barbara his Wife of the One part and
Thomas Chapman of the City of York painter stainer
and Leonard Terry of the same City Joiner and Carpenter of the other part Of and concerning All those
three Messuages or Tenements situate standing and
being in the parish of Saint Sampson in the City of York
aforesaid the one of which is now in the possession of
the said John Ogle another is now let to and in the
possession of Charles Atkinson Surgeon and the other
is now let to and in the possession of Thomas Holsall
Victualler Also a Stable now let to and in the possession
of Robert Graves Innholder adjoining to the said
Messuage or Tenement above mentioned to be in the
Possession of the said Thomas Holsal together with the
appurtenances.'York
City Archives E94 folio 69
verso).
25 October, 1 and 8 November 1768.
'1737 September 23 Thomas son of Thomas
of St. Michael le Belfry, p. 191, under
Baptisms) .
M. Clarke, A Torkshire Tour, York Art Gallery, 1975—76,
nos. 23—32, pp. 16—7.
Fork Courant, 9, 16 and 23 February 1773: 'THOMAS
CHAPMAN, Painter Stainer in Spurriergate, York,
deceased) takes this
(son of Frances Chapman,
Opportunity of returning his sincere Thanks to the
Friends and Customers of his late Mother for their past
Favours, and begs Leave to inform them, and the
Public in general, that he has conducted the above
Business since his Father's Death, and intends carrying
on the same in all its Branches as usual, and humbly
solicits a Continuance of their Favours. Such as please
to honour him with their Orders, may depend upon
having them executed in the neatest Manner, and

City, Hosier, and Matthew Browne, of the same City,
Upholsterer, in Trust for the Benefit of his Greditors
who shall consent thereto, by executing the Assignment
within two Calendar Months from the 28th of July.
The said Trustees hereby give Notice, that the said
Assignment is lodged for that Purpose at the Offices of
Mr. Lakeland, Attorney in York, to whom, or to the
said Trustees, the respective Creditors are desired
forthwith
to send an Account of their respective
Demands; and all Persons indebted to the said Thomas
Chapman are requested to pay to the said Samuel
Fowler and Matthew Browne, without further
Castle Museum Collection. T. Friedman, Engrav'd
15.
Cards of Trades-mcn in the County of Torkshire, Leeds Art
Galleries, 1976, no. 10.
16. pp. 102—4 (reprinted 1969). For other Yorkshire 'house
painters', see Friedman, op. cit., nos. 9, 14, 18, and A.
Artley, Torkshirc Xetvspapers t74o —t8oo as a Source of
Art History, BA Honours dissertion, University of Leeds,
Notice.'ork

17.

20, no. 2, May 1975, pp. 44-113.
18. On loan from the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 1972
(Talley-Groen, op. cit., p. 53 (no. 10), fig. 22).
19. Private Collection, oil on canvas, 122 x 182 8 cm,
signed T. Bardtvell pinxit t75a ('his England', Rutland
Gallery, London, nd, no. 12, ill; The Artist and the
Yorkshire Country House, op. cit., no. 15) . The unusually
dramatic angle in which the house is shown is the result
of Bardwell's experiments in perspective; in 1756, he

published The Practice of Painting and Perspective Made
Easy.
20. 'Bill from Thomas Bardwell for painting picture of
Countess of Strafford, late Duke of Argyll', December
1749—50 (Lady Strafford was the daughter of John,
2nd Duke of Argyll and Greenwich, who also sat for
Bardwell, as did his other daughter Lady Dalkeith,
1752; Talley-Groen, op. cit., pp. 50—2, nos. 1, 7). 'For
painting a picture of a View from Stainborough
Gardens f21.0.0 For painting a View of Wentworth
Castle L21.0.0', February
1750—51 (B.M. Add.
MSS 22259, f.409, Strafford Papers).
21. T. Friedman, 'The Georgian Library', Leeds Arts

acknowledged.

The STOCK of HOSIERY GOODS consisting of
Worsted Stockings, Silk and Worsted ditton, Worsted
Pieces for Breeches, and other Articles in the Hosiery
Branch, will be disposed of at Prime Cost. The Sale to
begin on Monday the 22d Instant, and continue till all

is

sold.'4.

Tork Courant, 22 August

1780: 'THOMAS CHAPMAN

of the City of York, Painter, having assigned over all
his Effects and Credits to Samuel Fowler, of the said

no. 76, 1975, pp. 10—17.
P. Leach 'The Architecture of Daniel Garrett',
Calendar,

Ghapman'Registers

gratefully

1970.
M. Kirby Talley Jr. and K. Groen, 'Thomas Bardwell
and his Practice of Painting', Stud'het in Conservation, vol.

22.

23.
24.
25.

Country

7, figs. 8,
Life, 12, 19 and 26 September 1974, pp. 694—
9, 11, pp. 766—9, 834—7, fig. 7.

D. Stroud, Capability Brotvn, 1950, pp. 125—6.
C. Gilbert, 'The Park and Gardens at Temple Newsam',

no. 53, 1964, pp. 4-10.
A. M. Zanetti, Della pittura vcneziana, 1771, quoted in
D. Bindman and L. Puppi, The complete paintings of

Leeds Arts Calendar,

1970, p. 9.
Bindman-Puppi, op. cit., pls. 290, 293.
E. Croft-Murray, Decorative Painting in England t587t887, vol. 2, 1970, pp. 225 —7; Catalogue of Paintings,
op. cit., p. 42.
C. Gilbert, 'Ingram's Palace, York', Leeds Arts Calendar,
no. 71, 1972, pp. 26—31.
Canaletto,

26.
27.
28.

Note: It is of interest that John Bouttats, of the Golden Head,
Blenheim Street, near Great Marlborough Street, London,
was paid f25.10.0 for the extensive cleaning, lining, mending
and varnishing of paintings at Temple Newsam, invoiced
late in 1750
don for ye Right Honble. Lord Vist.
Irwin at Temple Newsam by J. Bouttats Nov: ye 14th: 1750',
Temple Newsam Archives). Gan he be associated with 'J.
Boutell', who allegedly signed the Beningborough
view?
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Farington's

'Ouse Bridge'ediscovered

MICHAEL CLARKE
oil paintings by Joseph Farington
(1747—1821) are rare so it is all the more surprising to find that his painting of 'The Ouse
Bridge at York' (Fig. 1), exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1784 (no. 207), has been hanging
in the Merchant Adventurers'all,
York, for
approximately the last thirty years. The evidence
for this identification can be briefly stated.
The picture exhibited at the Academy in 1784
Surviving

was copied in enamel by the enamellist and
engraver William Russell Birch (1755—1834) and
the enamel was exhibited at the Royal Academy
in 1786 (no. 307 'View of the Ouse Bridge at
York; enamel', an action described by the late
Colonel M. H. Grant as 'a curious and expensive

l. The Old Ouse Bridge,
oil on canvas. Merchant
(Copyright) .

cwork,

by Joseph Farington,

Adventurers'ompany,

1784,
York

compliment to such a work'.s Less curious and
doubtless more lucrative was the publication by
Birch in 1788 of a stipple engravings (Fig. 2)
after his 1786 enamel and his subsequent inclusion
of the engraving as the second of thirty-six
engraved views in a publication entitled Delices
de la Grande Bretagne published in 1791. Beneath
the engraving appeared a brief description of the
bridge with the following note —'The original
picture of Mr. Farington, now in the possession
of William Offley, Esq., was taken in the year
1784: the size of it is 5 feet wide, and 3 feet 4
inches high.' Farington was one of the subscribers to the publication.
The exact correspondence
in detail and
composition between the painting and engraving
and the almost exact correspondence in size
between the Merchant Adventurers'icture
and
Birch's printed description point to it being the

hitherto lost work of 1784. In addition the
technique supports Farington's authorship. The
best areas, the sky and the bridge, indicate an
artist familiar with the work of Richard Wilson
(1714—82) whose pupil Farington was from 1763
to 1766. Especially convincing is the brushwork
of the architectural parts of the composition
where the slightly fatty, almost greasy application of paint shows Wilson's influence.
Two identical preparatory drawings for the
painting are known and are now in the City
Museum and Art Gallery, Birmingham4 and
the City Art Gallery, Yorks (Fig. 3). The York
version is inscribed The Ouse Bridge at Fork and
is signed and dated joseph Farington 178'; the
Birmingham version is unsigned and less firmly
drawn. Both topographically6 and artistically the
York drawing is more satisfying than the finished
painting. The style of the drawing shows the
influence of Canaletto, whom Farington admired,7 both in handling and composition.
The history of the painting itself is an interesting and a curious one. Farington's landscapes in
oils do not appear to have been particularly
highly thought of by many of his colleagues.

John Constable wrote to his future wife Maria
on 6 May 1812 concerning the Royal Academy
exhibition of that year 'Mr. Farington has some

landscapes but they are heavy and
crude. I waited to see them by twilight when they
looked much better'. The 'Ouse Bridge'ppears
to have fared better in critical esteem, Farington
noted that his friend the artist Robert Smirke
(1752—1845) 'spoke with much approbation of
my picture of "The Ouse Bridge", &. said "I
might leave that as my Monument" —C. Offley
said it did not look like a modern
Offley was a close friend of Farington's
and together with Mrs. Offley they had all toured
Scotland in 1801. The Offley family formed part
of the shipping firm of Offley, Campion and
Brooks and Charles must have owned the
'Ouse Bridge'fter William Offley if we are to
believe Birch's description. The painting was
sold at the sale of Charles Offley's paintings at
Phillips'n 12 May 1809, lot no. 26 —'The Ouse
beautiful

picture'.'harles

2. The Old Ouse Bridge, Tork, by William Russell Birch,
1788, stipple engraving, after Joseph Farington. Photograph
by courtesy of the Witt Library, Courtauld Institute.
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'Ihe Old Ouse Bridge, york, by Joseph Farington, 1783,
brown pen and ink and brown and grey wash. York City Art

Gallery.

Bridge at York, a most correct view and capital
performance, in which is combined the colouring of
Wilson with the masterly
spirit of
noted in his Diary on the day of the
Canaletti'.'arington

sale 'C. Offley's sale of pictures took place today
at Philip's in Bond Street, William Offley & His
Wife, R Mrs.John Offley, R my nephew William
attended at the Sale, where there was a considerable company. The pictures which were
not bought in, on the whole sold well.—The
picture of Ouse Bridge at York, exhibited by me
in 1784, and was bought from me by the late
Mr. Offley for 16 guineas sold for 41 guineas'."
Three days earlier Farington had noted 'Sir G.
Beaumont told me that He and Lord Mulgrave
had been to Philip's in Bond St. today and had
seen 2 of my pictures and were told there were
7 or 8 more's (C. Offley's) —one of them I found

14

was 'Marlows London Bridge'.ta No. 50 in the
sale was by Wilson 'A Landscape, with the Tomb
of the Horatii and Curatii, a classical picture, finely
coloured, in his best time'4 and it was for this picture
that Offley had commissioned Farington in 1795

to paint a companion picture, a large 'Bridge
Scene'.'4
The 'Ouse Bridge'as evidently bought by
David William Murray, 3rd Earl of Mansfield
(1777 —1840) as Farington noted on 26 May
1809 ' Mr. Bowlesta &. His Son told me they
had seen a fine picture of mine at Lord Mansfield's
—The view of Ouse Bridge —(C. Offley's)'." It is
at this point in the history of the picture that we
find a Yorkshire connection for Lord Mansfield
had married, on 16 September 1797, Frederica
Markham'1774 —1860), fifth daughter of Dr.
William Markham (1719—1807), Archbishop of
York from 1777 to 1807. The City Art Gallery at
York possesses a small replicats of the 'Ouse
Bridge'hich is initialled S.M. and dated 1828. It
was donated in 1927 by Miss Ellen J. Hayton of

Ryarsh, West Mailing, Kent to whom the painting came by descentzo from two maiden great
aunts, Henrietta Alicia (1791—1872) and Sarah
(1802—84), daughters of George Markham (1763—
1822) the third son of Archbishop Markham,
who was Dean of York from 1802 until his death.
It is tempting to attribute this copy to Sarah
Markham but no circumstantial evidence can
be found except to say that at least one member
of the Markham family possessed some artistic
talent as evidenced by a volume of competent
in Miss Hayton's
pencil sketchess'ncluded
bequest.

The replica of 1828 leaves us to speculate as
to the painting's subsequent history and the degree
of familiarity with which certain members of the
Markham family were acquainted with it. Sir
George Martin, who donated the picture to the
Merchants'ompany,
kindly informs me that
he bought it at an auction in Leeds more than
thirty years ago. It is highly appropriate that the
painting now resides in the Merchants'all for
the Company met in the 'Cloth Hall'n the
north side of Old Ouse Bridge until at least 1737
and may have done so until the demolition and
rebuilding of the bridge in 1810—20.

Footnotes
1. 42/x 59 ins, relined; the far distance and immediate
have suffered from overcleaning.
foreground
The
finest areas of the painting are the sky and the old Ouse
Bridge. The view is taken from the north bank of the
Ouse, King's Staith, looking upstream.
2. M. H. Grant, The Old English Landscape Painters, vol I,
n.d., p. 130.
3. 3I x 4'/, ins., (image), published 1 June 1778.
4. '17$ x 30$ ins., acc. no. 174'53; bequeathed by J. Leslie
Wright 1954; exhibited Birmingham 1938 (22) and
London, Royal Academy 1949 (169). I am indebted to
Mr. George Breeze for this information.
5. 171 x 29$ ins., acc. no. 668/1953; purchased from R. H.
Jackson, Nantwich, Cheshire; exhibited London, Blackburne Gallery 1953 (25); published in Previeto, 23, York,
July 1953, pp. 250—1, illus.
6. In ihe drawing the Old Ouse Bridge is shown in much
greater detail and the view in the painting, through
the northern arch of the bridge is inaccurate, that in the
drawing being correct.
7. See, for example, The Farington Diary (ed. J. Greig),
2nd ed. 1922, vol I, p. 105 (17 August 1795).

8. C. R. Leslie, Memoirs of the Life of john Constable Esg.
R.A., 1949 p. 49.
9. Diary, vol IV, p. 70 (3 January 1807).
10. 'A CATALOGUE OF A SELECT COLLECTIOX OF
Italian, French, Flemish, Dutch, and English PIC7 URES...
THE GEIIUIXE AyID SOLE PROPERTT OF
CHARLES OFFLET, ESQ,; Phillips', 12 May 1809,
Lugt. 7581. I am grateful to the Witt Library for
speedily providing a xerox of this sale catalogue.
11. Diary, vol. V, p. 159.
12. Including the 'Ouse Bridge'here were five pictures by
Farington in the sale.

13. Diary, vol. V, p. 157.
14. A version of the picture now at Wilton, see W. G.
Constable, Richard W'itson, 1953, p. 204.
15. Constable, op. cit., p. 135.

16. Oldfield Bowles (1740—1810) of North Aston, Oxfordshire, amateur landscape painter and friend of Farington's (see below n. 21).
17. Diary, vol. V, p. 174.
18. My information on the Markham family is taken from
Sir Clements Markham's Markham Memorials vol. II,

1913.

19. 27x39 ins., acc. no. 483/1927, now hanging
Mansion House, York.

20.

21.

in the

Miss Hayton stated (letter in York City Art Gallery
files dated 12 July 1927) that the painting came from
Dean George Markham, this is dearly impossible as he
died six years before the picture was painted.
Board covers 9l
ins., 31 pp. Some of the
sketches are dated 1812/13 and the subjects include
various sketches of York and one of the Rectory,

x13xI

Stokesley 1812. George Markham became Rector of
Stokesley in 1791 and, although he was appointed
Dean of York in 1802, he and his family probably still
spent some of their time at Stokesley. Sir Clements
Markham, op. cit., p. 46, states George Markham
travelled to London from Stokesley in 1807 on hearing
of his father's death. On the verso of the front cover of
the sketchbook, in the same hand as the inscriptions on
the versos of the sketches themselves, are noted the
weights of four of the Markham children 'weighed by
Fidler (?), Stokesley'. It is possible that the sketches are
by the children's mother, Elizabeth Markham
(nee
Sutton). The children's uncle William Markham
(1760—1815) had married in 1795 Elizabeth (d. 1841)
daughter of Oldfield Bowles (see above n. 16) who had
been a neighbour of Archbishop Markham's in South
Audley St., London.

I am most grateful to the Company of Merchant Adventurers,
York, for their permission to publish this painting, to
their Honorary Archivist Mr. Richard Reid and to Mr. John
Ingamells for their help in the preparation of this article.
Michael Clarke is Art Assistant in the York Art Gallery,
where he recently organized the exhibition, A Torkshire Tour
(1975—6). He is at present working on a directory of York
artists in the eighteenth century.
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Sir Thomas Gascoigne and His Friends
in Italy
TERRY F. FRIEDMAN
In the Winter of 1778, the thirty-three year old
Sir Thomas Gascoigne, 8th Baronet, of Parlington in Yorkshire, attended a fancy-dress ball in
the Royal Palace at Naples. The occasion is
described by his travelling companion, Henry
Swinburne of Hamsterley, near Newcastle-uponTyne, in a letter later published in his book, 7he
Courts of Europe at the Close of the Last Century, 1841:
'Sir Thomas was disguised en femme de chambre,
to the great diversion of the King, who took him
under his arm, and paraded him about the
galleries, ready to die with laughing'.t Pompeo
Batoni's brilliant portrait (Fig. I), painted in the
following year, shows Thomas as a fashionably
dressed, pleasantly plump dandy entirely capable
of such delightful behaviour, and, indeed, other
Swinburne letters reveal that the companions
sought the humorous side of life and frequently
directed malicious comments towards the fair
sex: 'I went to a soiree at the Prince of Patagonia's
country house, where were assembled a collection
of frightful women, being the principal belles of
in
Palermo', or, recording an introduction
Naples to a Miss Snow, a lady 'so fat that she was
called "Double Stout".'s
All undeniably amusing stuff; but could such
men be capable of serious achievements? Sir
Thomas's involvement in the Arts, we know, was
limited. He did not lavish large sums of money
on acquisitions, like so many of his North country
contemporaries, and in aesthetic judgements he
could be indecisive, as is evident in the series of
ambitious architectural schemes for improving
commissioned
from John Carr,
Parlington,
Thomas Atkinson and Thomas Leverton, over a
period of some ten years from 1772, which came
to nothing.a Yet, he does occupy an interesting
place in the early history of neoclassical art.
Born in 1745 at Cambrai, in Northern France,
where his parents, Roman Catholics, had settled
two years earlier4, Thomas was educated in

Paris and, although nothing is known about his
early life, it was perhaps at this time that he
first met his life-long friends, Henry and Martha
Swinburne, who were also educated in that city.
In 1762, on the death of his elder brother,
Thomas succeeded to the title and the Yorkshire
estates, on which occasion he may have come to
England. He is recorded as being at Parlington
in 1771s but was again on the Continent in 1775,
embarking on his four year Grand Tour.
at
with the Swinburnes
He rendezvoused
Bordeaux in the Summer of 1775 and during the
following year and a half they travelled together
2. Sir Thomas Gasroignr,
Hewetson
(c.1739—98l,
Lotherton Hall.

1778, attributed to Christopher
bronze.
Gascoigne Collection,

1. Sir Thomas Gasroigne, 1779, by Pompeo Batoni (1708—87h
oil on canvas. Gascoigne Collection, Lotherton Hall.
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3. Henry Stainburne, 1779, by
Pompeo Batoni, oil on canvas.
Laing Art Gallery,
Newcastle-upon- Tyne.

4.

Martha Surinburne,

c.1779,

5.

Henry

Suinburne,

c.1779,

attributed
to Christopher
Hewetson, bronze. Gascoigne
Collection, Lotherton Hall.

attributed
to Christopher
Hewetson, bronze. Gascoigne
Collection, Lotherton Hall.

through Southern France and Spain,s in January
of 1777 sailing from Marseilles to Naples. There
they entered into the cosmopolitan world of
British travellers and residence abroad: their
friends included Sir William and Lady Hamilton
and in Rome they drove coaches all night through
the flooded Piazza Navona until the Pope
ordered the water drained, 'which has spoiled
all the sport', and on other occasions attended
performances of Antonio Salieri's 'new
'La partenza
inaspettata')
and
Domenico Gimarosa's 'Intermezzi't the Teatro
opera'perhaps

Valle.s
Gascoigne and the Swinburnes reached Rome
in May of 1778 and following the custom adopted
by most wealthy British travellers, hired the
18

services of a cicerone, whose job it was to guide
visitors around the well-known sights, introduce
them to artists and advise on the purchase of
works of art. Swinburne mentions the two most
celebrated: Thomas Jenkins (1722—
98), who
was born in Rome and became the banker to the
English community
and principal dealer in
antiquities (in 1765, he sold the restored antique
marble statue of Venus to William Weddell of
Newby Hall),7 and James Byres (1734—1817), a
Scottish architect who guided, among others,
Edward Gibbons during his visit in 1764, and
whose greatest coup was the purchase around
1780 of the Portland Vase, which he subsequently
sold to Sir William Hamilton (who, in turn, lent
it to Josiah Wedgwood) and which is now in the

British Museum.'yres's
French education and
adherence to Roman Catholicism would have
made him especially acceptable to Sir Thomas.
Thus, 'Upon Easter Monday', Swinburne reported in a letter of May 1778, 'we began our
tour of all the antiquities, Churches, &c. under
the direction of Mr. Byres'.s These two ciceroni
were probably responsible, either directly or
indirectly, for most of the important art acquisitions which Gascoigne and the Swinburnes
inade during the next year in Italy.
Both Jenkins and Byres were friends of Pompeo
Batoni (1708—
87), whom the British considered
the most fashionable portrait painter in
mentions him on two occasions:
'Ruffina Battoni, daughter of the famous portrait
Rome.'winburne

painter, a beautiful girl, has a divine voice, and
delights us with her singing. Her father has
painted one of the rooms in the palace of Monte
Cavallo'nd 'He [Mr. Sennett, an Irish abbe]
told us some English lady (I forget who) was come
to Rome on purpose to sit to Battoni for her son'
picture...'." Henry, his wife and Sir Thomas
each sat for Batoni.
The Swinburne portraits, both dated 1779,
are beautifully modelled and delicately coloured
—Henry (Fig. 3) is wearing a topcoat of soft brown
velvet —but the half-length, oval composition is
modest and conservative
surprisingly
for its
date.'s Gascoigne's portrait (Fig. 1), also dated
1779, is full-length, life-size and eminently more
ambitious.'s He is shown wearing a brilliant red
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velvet topcoat over a silk embroidered waistcoat,
red knee-breeches and a powdered wig, standing
in a library and surrounded
by the artistic
harvest of his Grand Tour. In his left hand is a
tortoise-shell and gold snuffbox with a miniature
portrait of Marie Antoinette, made in Paris in
1773—74; this object, like the portrait, is still in

the Gascoigne Collection at Lotherton Haik'»
Behind Thomas, on the mantelpiece, is an
assortment of gold medals, in their case, presumably part of the Petroni Collection which he
in 1779, which has
in Naples
purchased
vanished.'» There is also a terrestrial globe,
perhaps symbolic of travel. Finally, in the
background is a pair of busts on socles, which can
be identified as Mr and Mrs Henry Svvinburne, on
comparison with their contemporary portraits
by

Batoni.'he

busts themselves,

of lusciously

patinated bronze, also survive in the Gascoigne
Collection (Figs. 4—
of these busts are signed or dated but a
third bust, of Sir Thomas Gascoigne (Fig. 2), also
at Lotherton Hall and unquestionably the work
of the same sculptor, bears the signature Lovis
Valadier F. and date Rome r778.'uigi Valadier
(1726—85) was the leading Roman bronze
founder of the second half of the eighteenth
century, specialising in luxuriously crafted metal
and large bronze figures adopted
furnishings
from the antique, of which there is a series in the
Louvre, as well as a cast after the celebrated
Dying Gaul at Syon House, which the 1st Duchess
of Northumberland
in 1773 for
purchased
/300.'o However, Valadier is not known to have
modelled portrait busts and the signature on the
Gascoigne bust, with the suffix F (for Fecit,
meaning made), may indicate that he was
for casting the bronze but not
responsible
necessarily for modelling
it; the same was
probably the case with the Swinburne busts.
Who, then, was the sculptor?
Thomas does not appear to have been particularly concerned about sculpture; there is no
evidence that Parlington contained the usual
selection of antique or modern statues, as could
be seen at this time, for instance, at Newby Hall,
and he apparently did not even make the normal
However,
provision for a church monument.
was deeply interested
in
Henry Swinburne
sculpture, particularly the work of living artists.
In Paris, in 1774, he visited the studio of one of
the leading French sculptors of the day, JeanBaptiste Pigalle (1714—
85), where he saw two
5).t'either
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of the artist's most sensational works, the
ment to Marechal

Monu-

in 1753
and the life-size,

tk Saxe, commissioned

for St. Thomas's, Strasbourg,
seated, nude figure of the aged Voltair, commissioned in 1770, now in the Louvre.'n
February 1779, Henry recorded visiting 'with
some Russians to see the statues of the Vatican
by torch-light. It is surprising what a dift'erent
effect they have, and how much better the
expression and merits are understood by these
means, than when seen by the false lights all of
them are placed in. The Apollo is really a
divinity'.2'oon after the Swinburnes'rrival
in Rome, a tragic event occurred —their nine
year old daughter, Martha, unexpectedly died
(the cause is unrecorded) —which compelled
them to seek the services of a sculptor. Almost
certainly on the advice of Jenkins or Byres or
Hewetson
both, they turned to Christopher

(c. 1739—98).

an Irishman who, around
in Rome ('il scultore
irlandese') and established a reputation as a
neo-classical portraitist: 'Hewson
progressive
chiefly
[a sculptor] of very great
employed in doing Busts... In this branch he is
esteemed to be eminent', reported a British
visitor in 1793ss On more than one occasion he
shared the same patron with Batoni.2» He was
closely associated with Thomas Jenkins who, as
unofficial English representative to the Holy See,
appears to have been responsible for gaining the
young man his first important Roman commission, the much admired marble bust of
Clement XIV, 1771, a version of which is at
Hall.2» Moreover,
Hewetson
Beningborough
modelled a terracotta bust of Sir Wathin WilliamsWynn in 1769 and in the following year, James
Byres designed a country house for this nobleman,
who was the son of a celebrated Jacobite and,
therefore, perhaps known to Gascoigne and the
Hewetson

was

1765, settled permanently

merit...

Swinburnes.2»
Hewetson carved

a beautifully sympathetic
marble wall-tablet to Martha Swinburne for the
English College in Rome towards the end of
1778»» and it seems reasonable to assume that
following the completion of this work he modelled
the busts of Mr and Mrs Svvinburne, in time for them
to be included in the Batoni portrait." These and
the companion bust of Sir Thomas, in the sensitive,
6..4tryone

by '1'homas

the dead body of her husband t,'eys, c. 1 775,
Banks (1735 1805), marble. Gascoit;nc Collec-

discovering

tion, Lotherton

Hall.

firm modelling of anatomical features and the
decisively classical treatment of drapery, are
comparable to documented portraits by Hewetson.s'lthough he worked mainly in marble,
two bronze busts signed by him, of Don jose
Aicola D'Ankara and Anton Raphael Mengs, the
painter, which are especially close to the busts of
Thomas and Henry, are, significantly, also dated
1779.ss The busts shown in the Batoni portrait
(Fig. 1), which are light brown in colour,
suggestive of terracotta or tinted plaster, may
represent Hewetson's final models, which would
have been used first to solicit the sitter's approbation and then in the bronze casting process,
during which they, and presumably also the
model of the Gascoigne bust, would have been
destroyed. The casting of all three may have been
undertaken by Valadier and, since the Gascoigne
bust is dated 1778, finished in time for the travellers'eturn to England in May of the following
year.so
This closely linked group of painted and
sculpted portraits, probably unique in the history
of English neo-classicism, commemorates an

intimate and productive friendship.
Gascoigne and the Swinburnes owed much to
one another. From the published letters it is clear
that Henry and Martha provided companionship
and art expertise, while Thomas, seven years
Henry's senior, supplied financial aid. In a letter
from Bordeaux, at the outset of their travels in
1775, Henry wrote that 'As Sir Thomas carries
me, and it is an opportunity I never can expect
again, I believe I shall be tempted to go'.s't is
possible that part of Henry's 'repayment'ay
have been the gold box which Thomas is shown
holding in the Batoni portrait, for although he
had no known associations with the French royal
family, the Swinburnes were on friendly terms
with them.'f so, this helps to explain the
circumstances
of Thomas's most remarkable
sculpture acquisition, the marble bas-relief, now
at Lotherton Hall, called Alcyone discovering the
dead body of her husband Ceyx by Thomas Banks (Fig.
6) ss
Banks (1735—1805) had arrived in Rome as a
young, unknown sculptor in 1772 and attached
himself to the English artistic community: the
unusually
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landscape painter, Thomas Jones, in his memoirs,
for instance, records in 1776 dining with James
Byres followed by an evening at the English
Coffee House, where he met, among others,
William Pars, John Robert Cozens, Henry
Fuseli, Hewetson and Banks.s4 During his seven
years in Rome, Banks is recorded as having
carved four large marble reliefs, which are
seminal works in the early history of British neoclassical sculpture: The Death of Germanicus, now
at Holkham Hall in Norfolk, and Caractacus
before Claudius, now at Stowe in Buckinghamshire,
both executed probably in 1774, Thetis and her

c. 1778, now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum,ss and the Alcyone ttnd Cepx, after a subject
from Ovid's Metamorphoses, which was exhibited
at the Royal Academy in London in 1775 and,
therefore, may be the first in this series and the
sculptor's earliest surviving major work.
The Swinburnes had known Banks before their
arrival
in Rome
and,
therefore,
were
undoubtedly
delighted when, in February of
1779, they won the Alcpone and Cepx relief at a
raSe given by Catherine, Lady Beauclerk and
presented it to their friend, Sir Thomas Gascoigne.ss

nymphs,
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Thomas Jones, Rome, January 1779 ('emoirs of Thomas
Jones', Walpole Somety, vol. 32, 1946—48, pp. 83—4).
About this time arrived Sr Thomas Gascoigne —He had seen my
performances at Rome, and admired them much —My friends
there had written me Word that he meant to do great things
for me, particularly, that I was to make copies of the famous
Altieri Claudes for him. On his arrival, he immediately sent for
me & I waited on him at Lord Tilney's Hotell, where he had
taken up his residence —Sr Thomas examined & crossexamined
me with respect to the Cloths & Colors I made use of —Whether
I prepared the Canvasses myself? & whether my Colors
were all Minerals? —I innocently told him that I bought my
Cloths & Colors ready prepared at the Colorshops, gr were the
same that all other Painters used —Oh no reply'd He 'Mr.
Hackaart at Rome always prepares his own Cloths & bleaches
them in his Garden half a year before he begins painting
them —that all his Colors were prepared from Minerals, &
procured at vast labour and Expence from the different
Mines in Germany —As I was endeavouring to persuade Sr

Thomas that the Transparent

Colors which we used, could
be prepared from such Substances, we were
interrupted by Lord Tilney who entered the room, & told
Sr Thomas that they had a great many Morning Visits to
pay —but politely added that if he would ask his friend Mr.
Jones to eat a bit of Dinner with him, he should have more
time to talk on Business —I accordingly waited on his Lordship at the appointed hour and found a Company of English
Gentlemen and an Italian Abbe sitting down to a most
elegantly furnished Table —After Dinner I waited with some
impatience to receive Sr Thomas's Orders but as the Conversation turned on other matters, and, as I fancied at least,
that my Company seemed to cause a Sort of embarrassment
in their Discourse, I got up, & asked Sr Thomas for his
f'urthcr crrrnmands —He cooly answered that I should hear
from him another time —I then took leave —and as I never
did hear from him afterward,.I suppose I lost his Commissions
for not making use of bleached Canvasses cd Colors entirely
Mi neral—
not possibly
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War Painting: a no-man's land between
history and reportage
SARAH GRIFFITHS

There are forty drawings

and paintings in the
Leeds Art Galleries collection whose provenance
is 'the gift of H.M. Government through the War
Artists'dvisory Committee'. This was a substantial gift. The Committee, set up in 1940, was
built on the experiences of the 1914-18 War.
A process was needed for reserving for war work
artists who would otherwise be called up.
Secondly there was a clear need for more precision in the allocation of war work to official
artists. Apart from these merely technical,
administrative problems, there was the dilemma
for the artists about the nature of war painting.
Concerning this Stanley Spencer wrote, 'As
artists we can do just what we like... BUT WE

MUST NOT DO WOT WE DONT

war-time artists'ork is inevitably seen in
political terms; like literature, painting in the
two wars 'had to become political; anything else
would have entailed mental dishonesty'.'et
this held an implicit danger —that of producing
mere propaganda, where the message over-rode
all other concerns.
Paul Nash was an official war artist in both
wars. He was fully. aware of the power of visual
propaganda. 'I reckon myself very fortunate to
have a second time true inspiration in the subject
of
I try to make my work strike a blow
in that much neglected field —Propaganda —a
good picture first but if possible a picture to
make you feel good (or, if you'e a Nazi, not so
good)
'.'efore
the formation of the official Ministry of
Information in 1917, there existed a secret
department of propaganda under the direction
of C. F. G. Masterman, a member of Lloyd
George's 'win-the-war coalition'. This department was simply called 'Wellington House'fter
the building where it was located. Its task was
to counteract the elaborate German propaganda.
The department dealt with the publication of
inspiring pamphlets and books; some of the
material was smuggled out of occupied countries
and hurriedly translated before pirate editions

war...
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could appear in England at outrageously inflated
after 1915, 'Wellington
prices. Additionally,
House'roduced propaganda films. And, of
course, it was responsible for the appointment of
war artists.
The method of adopting artists as official war
artists was haphazard. There was no official
procedure for the selection and the department
relied on the personal recommendations
of its
members. Some well-known
artists were not
appointed at all. For instance, letters were sent
to the War Office by George Bernard Shaw,
Lord Beaverbrook, C. F. G. Masterman and
Lady Randolph Churchill about the case of
Jacob Epstein. Epstein was considered 'unsuitable'y the War Office and spent the war as a
private in the Jewish battalion; he was only
employed by the Imperial War Museum when
the war was over. Even when all the government
departments were in agreement, it was a lengthy
process to transfer the artists concerned when
they were already serving abroad. They had to
be located and recalled and then sent off to the
Front again. By the time the Department of
Propaganda had decided which artists were
needed, they were scattered throughout Europe.
John and Paul Nash, Nevinson and Wyndham
Lewis were serving in France; Henry Lamb was
a medical officer in Palestine; Gilbert Spencer
was in the Red Cross in Sinai and Stanley
Spencer was a private in Salonika. Paul Nash
described his own appointment as a war artist
in 1917: 'I hold an exhibition of war drawings4
and am sent to see Mr. John Buchan at the F.O.
Testimonials for an official artist. Visit the
Cotswolds... Return to duty. Life at Gosport.
The F.O. forgets me. I am booked for the East.
I remind the F.O. I am seconded for special
duty to the F.O. I go to see Masterman. I am
appointed official artist on the Western Front
and return to France'.s
The Department of Propaganda had other,
grander schemes in mind than the appointment
of war artists. In particular there was a plan for

1. Wellington bomber watching the skies, by Paul Nash (1889—
1946l, chalk and watercolour. (All illustrations are works in

the

Leeds

Art

Galleries

Commi t tee') .

Collection,

given

by

the

'ar

Artists'dvisory

a memorial hall to house the work of the official
artists. 'Its centre would be largely empty or
occupied by limited groups of symbolic sculpture.
Round the walls would be hung a line [of
pictures] of great size and decorative value in
which each artist, and preferably an artist who
had himself fought, should express, so far as it is
possible in one picture, something of what he had
to say concerning the war's meaning for him'.a
Fortunately the Treasury put its foot down about
this, and although several of the large paintings
were commissioned and executed'he scheme
for the memorial hall was never carried out.
Once at the Front, ofFicial artists were given
the nominal rank of second lieutenant, but in
spite of this it was difficult to work when and
where they wanted to. They met opposition from
unsympathetic military officials. 'Whenever I sit

down to sketch some blighter comes up and wants
to see my permits',
wrote Wilson Steer. The
official artists needed to move around freely and
this sometimes made them unpopular. Paul Nash
noted, 'I am expected to operate from G.H.Q.
I am determined to operate around the Front
Line trenches. I begin my campaign. Difficulties
of an infantry subaltern behaving like a Staff
Captain. I evolve a technique. Eventually I get
where I want to be'.
The conditions in which the official artists had
to operate affected their method of working.
Drawings were made on the spot to be completed
later, or to be developed into oil paintings, or
simply to stand as they were. Paul Nash worked
rapidly at the Front making 'twelve or twenty
drawings in a single day'. Some of these were
exhibited in Nash's second show of war drawings,
7he Void of War, at the Leicester Galleries in 1918.
It was an essential part of propaganda that the
work of official war artists should be put on show
as quickly as possible. Muirhead Bone, one of
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2. M.O. lK T. vessel in dry-doris at Fotvey, by John Piper
(b. 19031, ink, chalk, watercolour and gouache.

the first official

artists,

showed

his work

in

January 1917, although some of his drawings had
already been published as ?he Western Front in
December 1916. In 1917, Joseph Pennell's
Pictures of war workin England was published. (Six

of the lithographs he produced in the preparation
of this book are in the Leeds collection). One of

the exhibitions which aroused the greatest
interest was Nevinson's work at the Leicester
Galleries in 1916. However, even official war
artists faced problems with the bureaucracy.
'The exhibition sold
The one fly in the
amber was The Paths of Glory.'nder the belief
that the censors would pass it, at the last minute
I had it hung, and when permission was finally
refused I pasted brown paper over it rather than
leave a hole on the wall, and wrote "censored"
across it, in the manner of French
spite of many successful exhibitions of work by
war artists, there seems to have been no arrangement for official shows until after the war.

out...

newspapers.'n
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In the eyes of the Ministry of Information the
work of war artists fell into three categories:
propaganda (as the work of Nash and Nevinson
would have been classed), camouflage
and
records. In the last category, the work of Henry
Tonks, the Slade professor, is an example. He
took on the valuable but slightly macabre task
of making before and after studies of injured
servicemen who underwent plastic surgery. The
work of camouflage and records may appear less
attractive than the work of propaganda but as
Sir Kenneth Clark realised in 1940, there were
certain advantages
to these more practical
aspects of war work. 'Camouflage has got an
advantage over propaganda, that it is sufficiently
remote from a painter's normal activity not to
have a bad effect on it'.'o Edward Wadsworth
was invalided out of the Royal Naval Voluntary
Reserves in 1917; he had been serving in the
Mediterranean as an intelligence officer. From
1917 he worked on 'dazzle'amouflage for ships.
He was credited with designing the largest
painting in the world —in the form of the dazzle
camouflage of the Aquitania. This proved to be

more than just a mechanical exercise for Wadsworth, as he used the black, white and grey
patterns of the camouflage in a series of paintings
and wood-cuts dating from 1918.
In 1918 the direction of the Ministry of Information passed to Lord Beaverbrook. Beaverbrook was particularly enthusiastic about the
visual art side of propaganda and won wider
powers, influence and finances for the Ministry.
The so-called War Memorials Committee became the Pictorial Propaganda Committee, and
it was from this basis that in the Second World
War, the War Artists'dvisory Committee was
set up. It was clear that artists must be allocated
to war work as early as possible in the War,
before they were sent to serve abroad and became enmeshed in military red tape. It was also
clear that artists could work in a variety of ways.
With these lessons in mind several
had already devised lists of artists
and possible work, before 1939. After the official
declaration of war, many of them sent their
information to the Ministry of Labour. One of
these artists'rganisations
was Paul Nash's
Oxford Arts Bureau which was set up in November 1939. Nash found that a great many
artists had no work and would presumably be
artists'rganisations

called up as servicemen, if they were unable to
prove that they could perform useful war work as
artists. 'Most people I met among writers and
artists at least could be divided into two states;
those who had been absorbed by war work to
which they were more or less unsuited, and those
who had nothing to do and no sort of prospect of a
job of any kind'." Nash got together a 'Panel of
Authorities', a prestigious committee of writers,
artists and intellectuals, including John Betjeman,
Lord David Cecil, Lord Berners and John Piper.
This committee gradually
compiled lists of
artists, a few at a time, and lists of categories in
which they might work as war artists. Slowly,
as one list was paired off against another, the
information was sent off to 'a dozen different
Ministries and Departments on the principle of
the grain of mustard seed, knowing that all
could not fall on stony ground'."
The work of this and other unofficial organisations prompted official action and in January
1940 the Oxford Arts Bureau was more or less
superseded by the foundation of the War
Committee. This Committee (unlike
Artists'dvisory

3. Cairo, the Indian hospital,
ink and watercolour.

by Edward

Bawden

(b. 1903!

any committee in the Department of Propaganda
in the 1914—18 War) had special reference to
war artists and it was able to win improved
terms for them. They were allowed greater
freedom in choosing their subjects; they received
travelling and maintenance expenses, and the
costs of materials, and they had facilities to visit
service establishments. In exchange, the Committee had the right of first refusal of war work
at reduced prices. The artists were free to sell
any paintings not wanted by the W.A.A.G. and
to negotiate their own prices. Sir Kenneth Clark
was the Chairman of the Committee; he was
determined that the war artists should be as
as possible of all styles and
representative
approaches, 'including surrealists and academi-

cians'.
Organisations like the Oxford Arts Bureau led
the way for the smooth appointment
of war

il
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artists. The process was quicker and less haphazard than in the First War and many artists
were able to find work which formed an integral
part of their career. Paul Nash himself was
appointed as a war artist working for the Air
Ministry for nine months until November 1940.
He was then transferred to the W.A.A.C. where
he continued his studies of aircraft. Having been
refused permission to fly on medical grounds, he
worked at first from photographs. He became
fascinated by the machinery of war generally and
by aeroplanes in particular. 'I first became
interested in the war pictorially when I realised
the machines were the real protagonists. Although
vast human forces were involved —even at the
their operations
were directed
beginning,
4. Barrage balloons outside a Brdish por(, by Eric Ravilinus
(1903—1942), pencil and wascrcolour.

and they themselves assumed
mechanically,
a mechanical appearance'.'s He
increasingly
found that just as certain locations had a particular character, so the machine too had its own
presence which was more dominant than the men
who apparently controlled it. The aeroplanes
had 'a life of their own'. Aeroplanes represented
the spiritual, mystical world; they were a means
of escape from mundane, physical concerns (as
indeed they appeared to many other artists from
Malevich to Saint-Exupery) . Aeroplanes became
part of Nash's symbolic language; themes of
flight, birds and sky phenomena occur throughout his career and the 'problem of flight'ecurs
in his writing.
As in the First War, a large part of Nash's war
work in 1940 consisted of drawings. 'My method
was to decide upon the aspects of the plane I
wished to record and take photographs at once.

I would then make a free, rough drawing in line,
generally upon a dark paper which would
a hard wax chalk and watercolour in thin
washes'.ts The three drawings given by the
W.A.A.C. to Leeds are examples of this technique. The Wellington Bomber watching the skies
(Fig. 1) is a completed drawing, not merely a
study for a more elaborate painting. The plane
is seen from an unexpected angle; the fuselage
and the wings cut diagonally across the paper and
the plane's profile is aquiline, beak-like. Knowing
Nash's ideas about the personality of planes this
drawing takes on the appearance of a hawk-like
bird waiting in a lair, ready to swoop out at the
prey. There is an ambiguity between the gentle
curves and the earthy colours of the drawing,
'take'oth

Shelter scene —tteo seated ftgttres, by Henry Moore (b. 18988
ink, watercolour, crayon and chalk.

5.

and the implied menace of the plane-creature.
This is not an attempt at objective recording of
the plane's appearance; the shapes as Nash sees
them take over from the forms as we normally
know them.
The Long-nosed Blenheim is a less
and we can see Nash's technique here
clearly. He uses brown and blue chalks initially
for the drawing, and then secondly to reinforce
the blue and grey watercolour. This produces a
variety of textures —chalk on paper, chalk on
watercolour and precise areas of watercolour
applied with a dry brush to give a rough texture.
One of Nash's Panel of Authorities for the
Oxford Arts Bureau was John Piper. Piper's
work in the thirties was varied both in approach
and medium. It ranged from work influenced
to a
by Alfred Wallis, the 'primitive'ainter,
series of experiments in abstract art in the form
of collages and constructions. Already by 1938,
however, Piper was concentrating on studies of
buildings, specifically in Brighton and Cheltenham, and in Oxford for his Shell Guide, which was
published in 1938. He was also working on his
first theatre designs (for Stephen Spender's The
?rial of a judge). It seems unreasonable, therefore, to suggest that this gradual movement away
from abstraction is 'a sharp recoil... provoked
by the war'.'s It seems rather that both his
abstract and his figurative work of the thirties
are aspects of what Piper defined as Romantic
art. 'Romantic art is the result of a vision that can
significant
see in things something
beyond
ordinary significance: something that for a
moment seems to contain the whole world;
and when the moment is past, carries over some
comment on life or experience besides the comment on appearances'.'s an official war artist
Piper was allocated the subject of bomb damage,
which allowed him the scope to pursue his interest
in buildings and his feeling for 'the spirit of the
place'. His subjects were not, however, limited
to the inherently picturesque; this can be seen
in the painting ?he M.O.W.T. vessel in dry-dock
(Fig. 2). In spite of its unpromising title the
subject becomes portentous. The composition is
dramatic; the steep perspective of the boat pushes
it out towards the viewer. There is a sense of
confrontation
and urgency. The
immediate
'finished'rawing

stormy sky with its focus of white light suggests
turmoil. These devices which appeal to the emotions of the viewer are supported by Piper's
technical application of the paint. The colour is
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elaborately built up from the grey-brown paper
through limpid watercolour to opaque grey
gouache. The boldness of the black outlines is a
counterpoint to the intricately delicate pen and
ink details of the boat. Over this Piper uses
translucent chalk shading and glints of orange
gouache. Although the inventive use of materials
is restricted here, it is still as much in evidence as
in works of the early and mid-thirties.
This technique and emotional approach contrasts with the work by Edward Bawden in the
Leeds Collection. Bawden trained as a book
illustrator and designer and established a career
as a commercial artist before the War broke out.
As a war artist he was sent first to France with
Ardizzone and Barnett Freedman. After Dunkirk he went to the Middle East. His painting,
Cairo; 7 he Indian Hospital (Fig. 3) is interesting for
its choice of subject; it is not immediately
recognisable as the work of a 'war artist'. It does
not show heroism or suffering; it is a picture of
soldiers at rest. There is an atmosphere of quietness and gentleness.
The composition flows
beautifully across the page as Bawden explores
the elaborate shapes of the hospital architecture.
Unlike Nash's drawings of bombers, in Bawden's
drawing the gentleness of the subject is exactly
in keeping with the delicacy of the treatment. The
use of thin orange and grey-green washes, and
the delicate pen and ink drawing are straightforward and unambivalent.
The two watercolours by Eric Ravilious,
presented by the W.A.A.C., both show a strange,
unreal world. Although starting from unremarkable subjects, the paintings have an eerie remoteness and dream-like quality. In Barrage balloons
outside a British port (Fig. 4), the toy-like boat bobs
on the waves with its jaunty flag and curl of
smoke, the pagoda-shaped shelter is decorated
with red and blue flags and the small figures lean
into the wind as they stroll along. But this is a
seaside scene where something is wrong —the
strange architecture with its classical columns,
the small figures turn out to be men in uniform
and overhead float the fat, grey barrage balloons.
There is a mechanistic tone, set by the regimented
rhythms of the waves with their rigid grey and
yellow striations, the curve of the promenade and
the repeated curves of the chain fence. It looks
like a stage set for automatons.
A similar effect is achieved in Xo. t map corridor.
The repetition of dark and light arches and the
loops of the chain fence produce an artificial

setting where the small figures are subordinate.
Ravilious creates a sombre mood by an interesting technique. He first applies warm, bright
brush strokes of pink, yellow or orange. On this
luminous colour, he superimposes brush strokes
of cool blue-grey. This negated colour is broken
by the intense white on the right and the red,
pink and orange of the map which sprawls across
the tunnel wall, and by the lighted doorway at
the end of the corridor.
Some of the best-known worl'f war artists
shows domestic subjects; particular examples of
these are Henry Moore's shelter scenes and the
drawings of miners by both Moore and Graham
Sutherland. Some of Moore's shelter subjects
continued his studies of reclining figures. Others,
like the Sealedfgttres tFig. 5), prefigure the family
groups of the mid-forties and the king and queen
theme of the fifties, The shelter drawings are not
portraits of individuals; the figures are swathed
anonymously in drapery and they are idealised.
They are seen as dignified figures, enduring and
patient. The two figures become one form —their
bodies meet and the drapery flows over them
both. As a unit, they are placed solidly blocking

the disappearing vortex of the dark tunnel. The
application of the colour is a complicated process
of wax resist, sometimes scratched and scored,
chalk, black waxy crayon and watercolour. This
is, in a sense, a negative, deductive process—
blocking out colour with wax resist or scratching
off the crayon, but Moore developed a positive
process with a similar effect; this can be seen in
some of the studies of miners. He builds up the
colour from a watercolour base, with black
crayon and cross-hatching of a fine network of
ink lines.
Never before had so much official and state
patronage been given to British artists. The
official war artists working for the W.A.A.C.
produced nearly six thousand works. Most of
these were kept in the Imperial War Museum but
public galleries in Britain and the Commonwealth were presented with some of the work.
The War Artists'dvisory Committee not only
helped to place artists in war work where they
could do something for the war effort and for
their own work, but it enables us now to see for
ourselves how artists coped with the personal
and public experience of war.
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Catalogue of drawings and paintings 'given by H.M. GovernCommittee'ow
ment through the War Artists'dvisory
in the Leeds Art Galleries Collection. (Dimensions given in
centi metros. l

ARDIZZONE, Edward b. 1900
W.D. store wi/h girl packers: signed. Ink and watercolour.
19 5x26 3

AUSTIN, Robert Sargent 1895—1973
O.A.I.M.S. nose plugging: signed, dated 1943. Charcoal.
81 3 x 58
BAWDEN, Edward b. 1903
Koshur el Girba, River Atbara: signed. Watercolour.

393x513

M. T. depoh Hallinm: signed, dated 1940. Watercolour and gouache. 45 9 x 58 2
Cairo, the Indian hospital: signed. Ink and watercolour.
39.1 x 51 3
Kt»»'>nn
E>v >t, lmpcrtnl Gt>ard, lhe t>tl>>p>rim. Pettctl.
Carriers

401x262

DRING, Dennis William b. 1904
LtSE Swan D.S.M.; P/0 T. G. Ph'tlpot, R.X.R.> signed,
dated 1943. Pastel. 51 2 x 44 2
Leiuc Leonard golly R.X.V.R.: signed, dated 1941. Pastel.

447x352

EURICH, Richard b. 1903

Rescue

oj'he

only survivor

of o

lorpedoed ship: signed,

1941. Oil on canvas. 76 2 x 127

dated

GINNER, Isaac Charles

1878—1952

Royal Ordnance stores: signed. Oil on canvas.

GROSS, Anthony

50 8 x 68.6

b. 1905

Fedaan tribe of Bedouins: signed, dated 1942. Ink and

watercolour. 40 7 x58 5

German soldiers at Gadebusch: signed, dated 1945. Ink and
watercolour. 39 7 x 57 9
Beach near Le Hamek Pencil and watercolour. 11.6x 21 9

HENNELL, Thomas Barclay 1903-45
Bjioude, near Caen: signed. Watercolour.
32 9x49 1
Scraping fishing boats, Seydisfjarduri signed, dated 1943.
Watercolour. 37 6 x 55 9

Ruins at La

HOUGHTON, Stanley
Convoy, 1talyi signed,

dated 1944. Ink. 22

x 29 5
x 29 5

The anti fascists: signed, dated 1944. Ink. 22 2

KENNINGTON, Eric Henri 1888—1960
of H.M.S. Exeter: signed, dated 1940. Pastel.
71.1 x 48
MOORE, Henry b. 1898
Shelter scene —tivo seated ftguress c. 1941. Ink, watercolour,
crayon and chalk. 38 x 42 8
Miners resting: signed, dated 1942. Ink, watercolour and
crayon. 33.9 x 56
At the coal face —man fixing props: signed, dated 1942.
Crayon and watercolour. 34 8 x 56 2

Stoker Gill

NASH, Paul
Wellington

1889—1946

bomber watching the skies:

watercolour. 29.2 x 40

signed. Chalk and

Long-nosed Blenheim: signed. Chalk and watercolour.
28 6x40 7
Bomber in the uood: signed. c. 1940. Chalk and

watercolour. 38 5 x 56 6

PIPER, John b. 1903

Burnt-out Victorian house, Lansdown, Bath: signed. Ink,
watercolour and gouache. 43 2 x 56
M.O. W. T. vessel in dry-dock at Foivey: signed. 'Ink, chalk,

watercolour and gouache. 56.1 x 68 6
1903—42
Barrage balloons outside a British port. Pencil and watercolour.

RAVILIOUS, Eric William

44x53 6
s map corridor: signed, dated 1940. Pencil and
watercolour. 38 9 x 57 4
ROGERS, Claude b. 1907
Sappers un'ring. Oil on canvas. 54 x 68 6
SUTHERLAND, Graham Vivian b. 1903
The marshalling yard at Trappes —damage done by the R.A.F.
Oil on board. 128 2 x 104 7
The marshallingyard at Trappes: signed, dated 1944. Chalk
and gouache. 53 2 x 35.6
The marshalling yard at Trappes: signed, dated 1944. Chalk
and gouache. 42.5 x 35
Tin-mine —emerging miner: signed. Gouache. 116.8x 73
Outcast coal production —excavators: signed, c. 1943. Chalk,
watercolour and gouache. 44 5 x 86 5
Tin-mine —chasm of an underground slope: signed, dated 1942.
Ink and watercolour. 51.2 x 35 4
Tin-mine —a declivity: signed, c. 1942. Ink, watercolour and
chalk. 47 6 x 94.6
WEIGHT, Carel b. 1908
Battle of Suburbia: c. 1940. Oil on canvas. 63 3 x 76 2
Ponte alle Grazie, Florence. Oil on board. 35 x 49 5
WORSLEY, John b. 1919
Figures in a sailing boat —wartime. Pencil and watercolour.
26 x 25 8
Po.

Sarah Griffiths studied History of Art and English at Leeds
University. Her post-graduate research was on the development of British art from 1910 to 1925.
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